The purpose of the paper is to develop a theory of bimonads and Hopf monads on arbitrary categories A thus providing the possibility to transfer the essentials of the theory of Hopf algebras in vector spaces to more general settings. The basic tools are distributive laws between monads and comonads (entwinings) on A. Double entwinings satisfying the YangBaxter equation provide a kind of local braidings for a bimonad and allow to extend the theory of classical braided Hopf algebras. In particular, in this case the existence of an antiode implies that the comparison functor is an equivalence provided idempotents split in A.
Introduction
The theory of algebras (monads) as well as of coalgebras (comonads) is well understood in various fields of mathematis as algebra (e.g. [6] ), universal algebra (e.g. [10] ), logic or operational semantics (e.g. [19] ), theoretical computer science (e.g. [14] ). The relationship between monads and comonads is controlled by distributive laws introduced in the seventies by Beck, Barr and others ( [1, 2] ). In algebra one of the fundamental notions emerging is this context are the Hopf algebras. The definition is making heavy use of the tensor product and thus generalisations of this theory were mainly considered in monoidal categories. They allow readily the transfer from the category of modules over a (commutative) ring to more general settings.
The purpose of the present paper is to formulate the essentials of the theory of Hopf algebras for any category and thus making it accessible to a wide field of applications. Our approach is based on the observation that the category of endofunctors (with the Godement product as composition) always has a tensor product given by composition of natural transformations.
In Section 2 relevant properties of distributive laws between endofunctors of arbitrary categories are recalled. In Section 3 some general categorial notions are presented and Galois functors are defined and investigated, in particular equivalences induced for related categories (relative injectives).
As suggested in [21] , we define a bimonad H = (H, m, e, δ, ε) on any category A as an endofunctor H with a monad and a comonad structure satisfying certain compatibility conditions (entwining) (see 4.1). Related to this is the (MooreEilenberg) category A H H of bimodules with a comparison functor K H : A → A H H . An antipode S : H → H is defined as a natural transformation satisfying m · (SH) · δ = e · ε = m · (HS) · δ. If A admits equalisers and colimits and H preserves colimits, the existence of a antipode is equivalent to the comparison functor being an equivalence (see 5.6) .
Of course, Hopf algebras over commutative rings R provide the prototypes of this theory. Here A is the category R-Mod of R-modules and one considers the endofunctor H = B ⊗ − : R-Mod→ R-Mod where B is an R-module with an algebra and a coalgebra structure.
In this case the entwining condition is derived from the twist map M ⊗ R N → N ⊗ M which is a braiding (symmetry) on R-Mod. This cannot be expected in general categories. However, for an endofunctor H, there may well be a local braiding τ : HH → HH and then the entwining can be induced by τ leading to a bimonad which shows the characteristics of braided bialgebras (Section 6). In this case the existence of a antipode implies the comparison functor being an equivalence provided idempotents split in A (see 6.11) . Furthermore, HH is again a bimonad (see 6.8) and, if τ 2 = 1, an opposite bimonad can be defined (see 6.10 ).
For convenience we recall the distributive laws between two monads and between two comonads (e.g. [2] , [1] , [21, 4.4 and 4.9] ).
Monad distributive. Let F = (F, m, e) and T = (T, m
′ , e ′ ) be monads on the category A. A natural transformations λ : F T → T F is said to be monad distributive if it induces the commutative diagrams
T-actions on functors.
Let A and B be categories. Given a monad T = (T, m, e) on A and any functor L : A → B, we say that L is a (right) T-module if there exists a natural transformation α L : LT → L such that the diagrams L e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e Le G G LT
commute. It is easy to see that (T, m) and (T T, T m) both are T-modules. Similarly, given a comonad G = (G, δ, ε) on A, a functor K : B → A is a left G-comodule if there exists a natural transformation β K : K → GK for which the diagrams
Moreover, since f and f ′ are both T-linear, we have the commutative diagrams
A G → A be the forgetful functor and write φ G : A → A G for the free functor.
Fix a functor F : B → A, and consider a functor F :
Consider the natural transformation
whose b-component is α F (b) . It should be pointed out thatᾱ F makes F a left G-comodule, and it is easy to see that there is a one to one correspondence between functors F : B → A G making the diagram (3.1) commute and natural transformationsᾱ F : F → GF making F a left G-comodule.
The following is an immediate consequence of (the dual of) [7, Propositions II,1.1 and II,1.4]:
3.4 Theorem. Suppose that F has a right adjoint R : A → B with unit η : 1 → F R and counit ε : F R → 1. Then the composite
is a morphism from the comonad G ′ = (F R, ε, F ηR) generated by the adjunction η, ε : F ⊣ R : A → B to the comonad G. Moreover, the assignment F −→ t F yields a one to one correspondence between functors F : B → A G making the diagram (3.1) commutative and morphisms of comonads t F : G ′ → G.
3.5 Definition. We say that a left G-comodule F : B → A with a right adjoint R : B → A is G-Galois if the corresponding morphism t F : F R → G of comonads on A is an isomorphism.
As an example, consider an A-coring C, A an associative ring, and any right C-comodule P with S = End C (P ). Then there is a natural transformatioñ µ : Hom A (P, −) ⊗ S P → − ⊗ A C and P is called a Galois comodule providedμ X is an isomorphism for any right A-module X, that is, the functor − ⊗ S P :
We want to characterize G-Galois comodules.
3.6. Right adjoint functor. When the category B has equalizers, the functor F has a right adjoint, which can be described as follows: Writing β R for the composite
it is not hard to see that the equalizer (R, e) of the following diagram
Let F : B → A be any functor. Recall (from [11] ) that an object b ∈ B is said to be F -injective if for any diagram in B,
with F (f ) a split monomorphism in A, there exists a morphism h : b 2 → b such that hf = g. We write Inj(F, B) for the full subcategory of B with objects all F -injectives.
The following result from [17] will be needed.
3.7 Proposition. Let η, ε : F ⊣ R : A → B be an adjunction. For any object b ∈ B, the following assertions are equivalent:
3.8 Remark. For any a ∈ A, R(ε a )·η R(a) = 1 by one of the triangular identities for the adjunction F ⊣ R. Thus, R(a) ∈ Inj(F, B) for all a ∈ A. Moreover, since the composite of coretracts is again a coretract, it follows from (ii) that Inj(F, B) is closed under coretracts.
Consider the comparison functor
We write Inj(K G ′ ) for this functor. We shall henceforth assume that B has equalizers.
3.10 Proposition. The functor R : A G → B restricts to a functor
Proof. Let (a, θ a ) be an arbitrary object of Inj(U G , A G ). Then, by Proposition 3.7, there exists an object a 0 ∈ A such that (a, θ a ) is a coretraction of φ G (a 0 ) = (G(a 0 ), δ a0 ) in A G , i.e., there exist morphisms
in A G with gf = 1. Since f and g are morphisms in A G , the diagram
y y also commutes. Consider now the following commutative diagram
It is not hard to see that the top row of this diagram is a (split) equalizer (see, [9] ), and since the bottom row is an equalizer by the very definition of e, it follows from the commutativity of the diagram that R(a, θ a ) is a coretract of R(a 0 ), and thus is an object of Inj(F, B) (see Remark 3.8) . It means that the functor R :
Proof. Let δ ′ denote the comultiplication in the comonad G ′ (see 3.4), i.e., δ ′ = F ηR. Then for any b ∈ B,
Consider now the diagram
in which the triangle commutes by the definition of the composite (
, while the diagram (1) commutes since t F is a morphism of comonads. The commutativity of the outer diagram shows that ( Remark 3.8) , and since any functor takes coretracts to coretracts, it follows that, for any b ∈ Inj(F, B),
, and thus is an object of the category Inj(U G , A G ) again by Remark 3.8. This completes the proof.
⊔ ⊓
The following technical observation will be of use.
Proof. Since ji = 1, the diagram
is a split equalizer. Then the diagram
is also a split equalizer. Now considering the following commutative diagram
and recalling that the vertical two morphisms are both isomorphisms by assumption, we get that the morphism ι x ′ is also an isomorphism. ⊔ ⊓
Proposition. In the situation of Proposition 3.11, Inj(F, B) is (isomorphic to) a coreflective subcategory of the category Inj(U
Proof. According to Proposition 3.10, the functor R restricts to a functor
while according to Proposition 3.11, the functor F restricts to a functor
Since
• F is a left adjoint to R,
is a full subcategory of B, and
the functor F ′ is left adjoint to the functor R ′ , and the unit η
,
Thus Inj(F, B) is (isomorphic to) a coreflective subcategory of the category
Corollary. In the situation of Proposition 3.11, suppose that each component of the unit η : 1 → RF is a split monomorphism. Then the category B is (isomorphic to) a coreflective subcategory of Inj(U
Proof. When each component of the unit η : 1 → RF is a split monomorphism, it follows from Proposition 3.7 that every b ∈ B is F -injective; i.e. B = Inj(F, B). The assertion now follows from Proposition 3.13.
⊔ ⊓ 3.15 Theorem. When B admits equalizers, the following are equivalent:
Proof. That (a) and (b) are equivalent is proved in [8] . By the proof of [9, Theorem of 2.6], for any a ∈ A, ε φ G (a) = ε (G(a),δa) = (t F ) a , thus (a) and (e) are equivalent.
By Remark 3.8, (d) implies (e). Since B admits equalizers by our assumption on B, it follows from Proposition 3.9 that the functor Inj(K G ′ ) is an equivalence of categories. Now, if t F : G ′ → G is an isomorphism of comonads, then the functor A t F is an isomorphism of categories, and thus F is isomorphic to the comparison functor K G ′ . It now follows from Proposition 3.9 that F restricts to the functor Inj(F, B) → Inj(U G , A G ) which is an equivalence of categories. Thus (a) ⇒ (c). If the functor F : B → A G restricts to a functor
then one can prove as in the proof of Proposition 3.9 that F ′ is left adjoint to R ′ and that the counit ε ′ : F ′ R ′ → 1 of this adjunction is the restriction of the
Bimonads
The following definition was suggested in [21, 5.14] . For monoidal categories similar conditions were considered by Takeuchi [18, Definition 5.1].
Definition.
A bimonad H on a category A is an endofunctor H : A → A which has a monad structure H = (H, m, e) and a comonad structure H = (H, δ, ε) such that (i) ε : H → 1 is a morphism from the monad H to the identity monad;
(ii) e : 1 → H is a morphism from the identity comonad to the comonad H;
(iii) there is a mixed distributive law λ : HH → HH from the monad H to the comonad H yielding the commutative diagram
Note that the conditions (i), (ii) just mean commutativity of the diagrams • U is the forgetful functor taking any (a, h a , θ a ) in A H to (a, h a );
• φ H is the free H-algebra functor taking any a in A to (H(a), m a ). 
It is well known that the forgetful functor U H : A H → A is right adjoint to the functor φ H and that the unit η H : 1 → φ H U H of this adjunction is the natural transformation e : 1 → H. Since ε : H → 1 is a morphism from the monad H to the identity monad, ε · e = 1, thus e is a split monomorphism.
Write G H for the comonad on A H generated by the adjunction φ H ⊣ U H .
Recall that for any (a,
As pointed out in [13] , for any object
and we may choose it to be just δ b .
We have a morphism of comonads
where ε H is the counit of the adjunction φ H ⊣ U H , and since (ε H ) (a,ha) = h a , we see that for all (a, h a ) ∈ A H , (t KH ) (a,ha) is the composite • to say that γ is an isomorphism is to say that (t KH ) (H(a),ma) is an isomorphism for all a ∈ A;
• (H(a), m a ) = φ H (a); all (a, h a ) ∈ A H , the following composite is an isomorphism:
If A admits and H preserves colimits, then (a)-(c) are equivalent to: (d) the following composite is an isomorphism:
Proof. (b)⇔(d) By assumption, A admits and H preserves colimits. Then the category A H also admits colimits and the functor U H : A H → A creates them (see, for example, [15] ). It follows that
• the functor G H , being the composite of U H and the left adjoint φ H , preserves colimits; • any functor L : B → A H preserves colimits iff the composite U H L does; so, in particular, the functor H preserves colimits, since U H H = HU H and since the functor HU H , being the composite of two colimit-preserving functors, is colimit-preserving. Now, since the full subcategory of A H given by the free H-algebras is dense and since the functors G H and H both preserve colimits, it follows from [15, Theorem 17.2.7] that the natural transformation
is an isomorphism if and only if its restriction to the free H-algebras is so; i.e. if (t KH ) φH (a) is an isomorphism for all a ∈ A. But since φ H (a) = (H(a), m a ), t KH is an isomorphism if and only if the composite
is an isomorphism for all a ∈ A. But this just means that the composite
Antipode
In this section we consider a bimonad H = (H, m, e, δ, ε, λ) on any category A and write γ for the composite
Consider the diagram 
We claim that S is a left antipode of H. Indeed, in the diagram
and using (5.1), we have 
Proof.
Since γ · He = δ by (5.1), we have
and, since γ is also H-linear, it follows by Lemma 3.2 that
But γ is an epimorphism by our assumption, thus
By naturality of e : 1 → H, we have the commutative diagrams
Thus, since m · He = 1,
⊔ ⊓
Proposition. If γ : HH → HH is an isomorphism, then H has an antipode.
Proof. Write β : HH → HH for the inverse of γ. Since γ is H-linear, it follows that β also is H-linear. Then, by Proposition 5.3, S = εH · β · He is a left antipode of H. We will show that S is also a right antipode of H. It will clearly imply that H has an antipode. In the diagram f f f f HH
HSH G G HHH 
Quite obviously, γ is an epimorphism, and we can apply Lemma 5.4 to conclude that m · HS · δ = e · ε proving that S is also a right antipode of H. This completes the proof. 
Braidings for Hopf monads
For any category A we now fix a system H = (H, m, e, δ, ε) consisting of an endofunctor H : A → A and natural transformations m : HH → H, e : 1 → H, δ : H → HH and ε : H → 1 such that the triple H = (H, m, e) is a monad and the triple H = (H, δ, ε) is a comonad on A.
Double entwinings. A natural transformation τ : HH → HH is called a double entwining if
(i) τ is a mixed distributive law from the monad H to the comonad H; (ii) τ is a mixed distributive law from the comonad H to the monad H. These conditions are obviously equivalent to (iii) τ is a monad distributive law for the monad H; (iv) τ is a comonad distributive law for the comonad H.
τ -bimonad.
Let τ : HH → HH be a double entwining. Then H is called a τ -bimonad provided the following diagrams are commutative:
and 
is a mixed distributive law from the monad H to the comonad H. Thus H is a bimonad (as in 4.1) with mixed distributive law τ .
Proof. The proof will be given in the appendix 7.1. ⊔ ⊓
Corollary. In the situation of the previous proposition, if
Proof. Write H for the monad on the category A H that is the lifting of H corresponding to the mixed distributive law τ . Then, since θ H(a) = τ a · H(θ a ), it follows that (H(a), θ H(a) ) = H(a, θ a ), and thus (H(a), θ H(a) ) is an object of the category A H . ⊔ ⊓ 6.5. Bimodules. Given the conditions of Proposition 6.3, we have the commutative diagram (see (4.1) )
and thus H is a bimonad by the entwining τ and the bimodules are objects a in A with a module structure h a : H(a) → a and a comodule structure θ a : a → H(A) with a commutative diagram
H(ha)
y y
By definition of τ , commutativity of this diagram is equivalent to the commtativity of
y y r r r r r r r r r r
W W r r r r r r r r r r .
We denote the category A Proof. The proof will be given in the Appendix 7.2.
⊔ ⊓
It is readily checked that for a bimonad H, the composite HH is again a comonad as well as a monad. However, the compatibility between these two structures needs an additional property of the double entwining τ . This will also help to construct a bimonad "opposite" to H. We will present the related results now and postpone the longer proofs to the appendix. 
is also a comonad and τ is comonad distributive for it.
Proof. (1) To show that m · τ is associative construct the diagram
where the rectangle (1) is commutative by the YB-condition, (2) and (3) are commutative by the monad distributivity of τ , and the square (4) is commutative by associativity of m. Now commutativity of the outer diagram shows associativity of m · τ .
From 2.3 we know that τ · e H = He and τ · He = e H and this implies that e is also the unit for (H, m · τ, e) .
The two pentagons for monad distributivity of τ for (H, m·m, e) can be read from the above diagram by combining the two top rectangles as well as the two left hand rectangles. 
(2) If H has an antipode S with τ · HS = SH · τ and τ · SH = HS · τ , then S is a τ -bimonad morphism between the τ -bimonads H and H ′ . In this case S is an antipode for H ′ .
Proof. The proof will be given in 7.4.
Recall that that a morphism q : a → a in a category A is an idempotent when= q, and an idempotent q is said to split if q has a factorization q = i ·q withq · i = 1. This happens if and only if the equaliser i = Eq(1 a , q) exists orequivalently -the coequaliserq = Coeq(1 a , q) exists (e.g. [5, Proposition 1]).
As we have seen in Theorem 5.6, the existence of an antipode for an bimonad H on a category A is equivalent to the comparison functor being an equivalence provided A admits equalizers and colimits and H provides colimits. It is shown in [3, Theorem 3.4 ] (see also [4, Lemma 4.2] ) that in a braided monoidal category the existence of an antipode implies that the comparison functor is an equivalence provided idempotents split in this category. As conjectured in [21, Remarks 5.18], we are able to generalize this to Hopf monads on arbitrary categories whose entwining map is derived from a double entwining satisfying the Yang Baxter equation. Proof. The proof will be given in the Appendix 7.5.
For an example, let V = (V, ⊗, I, σ) be a braided monoidal category and H = (H, m, e, δ, ε) a bialgebra in V. Then
is a bimonad on V, and it is easy to see that the category V 
is an equivalence of categories.
Appendix
Recall that for a mixed distributive law τ from the monad H to the comonad H, He = τ · eH (7.1)
If τ is a mixed distributive law from the comonad H to the monad H, eH = τ · He (7.5)
The compatibility condition for bimonads is
7.1. Proof of Proposition 6.3. We have to show that τ satisfies He = τ · eH (7.10)
Consider the diagram
which is commutative since square (1) commutes by (6.2); square (2) commutes by functoriality of composition; the triangle commutes since e is the identity of the monad H. Thus τ · eH = mH · Hτ · δH · eH = τ · eH, and (7.1) implies τ · eH = He, showing (7.10).
in which square (1) commutes because ε is a morphism of monads and thus ε · m = ε · Hε; the triangle commutes because of (7.2), diagram (2) commutes because of functoriality of composition.
Thus εH · τ = εH · mH · Hτ · δH = Hε · εHH · δH = Hε, showing (7.11).
In order to show that (7.12) holds, consider the diagram (2), (5) and (7) commute by functoriality of composition; diagram (3) commutes by naturality of m; diagram (4) commutes by associativity of m; diagram (6) commutes by (7.4) , and therefore
Now construct the diagram
in which the triangle and diagrams (1), (2) and (4) commute by functoriality of composition; diagram (3) commutes by (7.8) . It follows that
Comparing this with (7.14), we get the condition in (7.13),
To show that (7.12) also holds, consider the diagram
% % P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P
in which the triangles and diagrams (1) and (3) commute by functoriality of composition; diagram (2) commutes by (7.7); diagram (4) commutes by naturality of m.
Finally we construct the diagram
HHδ u u j j j j j j j j j j j j j j j
in which diagram (1) commutes by (7.3); diagram (2) commutes by (6.1) because δHHH · HδH = δδH; the triangle and diagrams (3), (4) and (5) commute by functoriality of composition.
It now follows from the commutativity of these diagrams that
Therefore τ satisfies the conditions (7.10)-(7.13) and hence is a mixed distributive law from the monad H to the comonad H.
7.2. Proof of 6.6: Antipode of a bimonad. Since (HH, Hτ H · δ, εε) is a comonad and (H, m, e) is a monad, the collection Nat(HH, H) of all natural transformations from HH to H forms a semigroup with unit e · εε and with product
Consider now the diagram
HH m Hε w w o o o o o o o o o o o o o δδ G G HHHH (2) Hτ H G G HHHH mHH H (1) ε by naturality = m · HS · mH · HSH · Hτ · mHH · Hτ H · HHδ · δH by naturality = m · HS · mH · HSH · mHH · HHτ · Hτ H · HHδ · δH (7.3) = m · HS · mH · HSH · mHH · HδH · Hτ · δH by naturality = m · HS · mH · mHH · HHSH · HδH · Hτ · δH associativity of H = m · HS · mH · HmH · HHSH · HδH · Hτ · δH S is antipode = m · HS · mH · HeH · HεH · Hτ · δH e is identity of H = m · HS · HεH · Hτ · δH since εH · τ = Hε = m · HS · HHε · δH by naturality = m · HS · δ · Hε S is antipode = e · ε · Hε = e · εε.
This shows that m · SS
To prove the formula for the coproduct consider Nat(H, HH) as a monoid with unit ee · ε and the convolution product for f, g ∈ Nat(H, HH) given by
We have
Thus, δ * (τ · SS · δ) = 1, and hence δ · S = τ · SS · δ. Now assume τ · HS = SH · τ and τ · SH = HS · τ. Then we have
Moreover, since m · He = 1, we have
Hence S is a monad morphism from (H, m, e) to (H, m · τ, e). For the coproduct, SS · τ = τ · SS implies
Furthermore,
This shows that S is a comonad morphism from (H, δ, ε) to (H, τ · δ, ε). 
Thus H ′ is a τ -bimonad.
(2) By 6.6, S is a τ -bimonad morphism from the τ -bimonad H to the τ -bimonad H ′ .
To show that S is an antipode for H ′ we need the equalities
Since τ · SH = HS · τ , we have
= m · HS · δ = e · ε.
Since τ · HS = SH · τ , we have
= m · SH · δ = e · ε.
we have θ a · q a = θ a · h a · S a · θ a Thus, θ a · q a = e a · q a .
7.6 Remark. Dually, one can prove that for each (a, H a , θ a ) ∈ A H H , q a · ε a = q a · h a , thus i a ·q a · ε a = i a ·q a · h a , and since i a is a (split) monomorphism, it follows thatq a · ε a =q a · h a .
Next, we have q 2 a = h a · S a · θ a · h a · S a · θ a = h a · S a · θ a · q a θa · qa = ea · qa = h a · S a · e a · q a S · e = e = h a · e a · q a = q a .
Thus q 2 a = q a , and since idempotents split in A, there exist morphisms i a :ā → a andq a : a →ā such thatq a · i a = 1 a and i a ·q a = q a . Sinceq a is a (split) epimorphism and since e a · i a ·q a = e a · q a = θ a · q a = θ · i a ·q a , it follows that e a · i a = θ a · i a . is a split equaliser. Indeed, we have
• e a · i a = θ a · i a by 7.18;
•q a · i a = 1 a ;
• h a · S a · e a = h a · e a = 1 a ;
• h a · S a · θ a = q = i a ·q a , which are just the equations for a split equaliser. Hence for any (a, H a , θ a ) ∈ A H H , the equaliser of the pair of morphisms (e a , θ a ) exists, which implies that the functor K H has a right adjoint R H : A H H → A which is given by R H (a, H a , θ a ) =ā.
Since for any (a, h a , θ a ) ∈ A H H , • δ a · e a = e H(a) · e a by 6.2;
• ε a · e a = 1 by 6.2;
• ε H(a) · δ a = 1, since (H, ε, δ) is a comonad;
• e a · ε a = ε H(a) · e H(a) by naturality, r r is a split equaliser diagram. Thus it is preserved by any functor, and since R H (H(a), m a , δ a ) is the equaliser of the pair of morphisms (e H(a) , δ a ), it follows in particular that a ≃ R H (H(a), m a , δ a ) = R H (K H (a)). Thus R H K H ≃ 1. For any (a, h a , θ a ) ∈ A Thus, α a is a morphism in A
